Peter Hirst: The best choice for Congleton Constituency

Dr Peter Hirst - fighting for the
best deal for South East Cheshire
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area at Westminster and get the
best deal I can for our residents.”

Dr Hirst said, “I have spent many
hundreds of hours with local
residents - at community events
and on the doorsteps - learning
about the day to day issues that
affect our families, friends and
neighbours. I want to use all of
this experience to fight for our

Lib Dem Leader, Tim Farron said
“This election is a huge
opportunity for voters to change
the direction of our country and
prevent a disastrous hard Brexit.
For all those who want to protect
our local economy by staying in
the Single Market and ensuring
that the people have the final say
over what comes next, this is your
chance.”

etired hospital doctor Peter
Hirst has been selected as
the Lib Dem candidate to fight
the South East Cheshire seat of
Congleton on June 8th.
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WE NEED DR HIRST
● Middlewich resident Peter Hirst outside his local
High School. Peter is very concerned about the
Government's poor funding of local schools - with
Cheshire East getting the worst deal in the country.

Changing the direction of the country
Peter Hirst
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Preamble to the Liberal Democrat Constitution The Liberal Democrats exist to
build and safeguard a fair, free and open society, in which we seek to
balance the fundamental values of liberty, equality and community, and
in which no one shall be enslaved by poverty, ignorance or conformity

Britain to leave Single
Market, says Theresa
May
BBC, 17th Jan 2017

Corbyn to order
Labour MPs to vote
for Article 50.
The Guardian, 19th Jan 2017

The Conservatives are dragging
us out of the Single Market.
Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour are
backing the Conservative plan.

THIS IS OUR CHANCE FOR CHANGE

The Conservative Party is
now the party of extreme
hard Brexit. Theresa May is
determined to pull Britain
out of the single market and
cut all ties with our
neighbours.

Another Conservative win here
in Congleton would be a
boost for hard Brexit and give
Theresa May a blank cheque
to make further cuts to our
schools and NHS. We can’t let
that happen.

Labour have been too weak
and divided to oppose the
Conservatives. Only Tim
Farron’s Liberal Democrats
are speaking up for everyone
in Congleton who wants to
stop a hard Brexit.

The only way to send a
message to the Conservatives
that they are taking the
country in the wrong direction
is to back Dr Peter Hirst and
the Lib Dems here.

With Leader Tim Farron. Peter Hirst &
the local Lib Dems will fight for you to
have the final say on any Brexit deal.

Only PETER HIRST and the Lib Dems are fighting
to give you the final say on the Brexit deal.

Help Dr Hirst stop a hard Brexit Join the Liberal
The Liberal Democrats are leading the campaign against
the Conservative’s hard Brexit. Only a Lib Dem win in our
area can challenge the damaging ‘hard’ Brexit that will hit
jobs.

Democrat team

I will vote Lib Dem at this election
I will display a poster

Sign up below to back the Liberal Democrat campaign.

I will deliver leaflets locally

Name:

I can make a donation to the Lib Dems
for the election: £50 £25 £10
Other £_____

House No:
Post Code

Road:
Phone

Email

Please make cheques payable to
‘XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXX’.
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29 Bank View, Goostrey, CW4 8PB
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